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1. What percent of our body is made of water?    

2. What are the six properties of water?          

3.  Type in the name of the elements and their charges for the following water molecule (H2O). 

 

 

 

 

4. What is a polar molecule?           

5. How do water molecules attract each other?         

6. Water is called the universal   .  Explain the process that makes water the universal 

solvent.            

             

7. Example.  How does water dissolve a sodium chloride (salt) molecule?     

            

             

8. Why don’t oil and water mix?           

9. What is the pH of pure water?      

a. What three states of matter can water be found in?       

b. Water is constantly moving and changing between what processes?    

            

c. At what temperature in degrees Fahrenheit does water freeze?     Boil?   

  

d. At what temperature in degrees Celsius does water freeze?     Boil?    

10. Water    when it  .  This makes ice    than    , and 

this is why ice   .  Why does ice float?         

 

1st Property of Water – High Specific heat index 

- Water can         

- Why is this property of water so important for all life on earth?      

             

2nd Property of Water – High Heat of Vaporization 

- It takes a lot of    to convert liquid water into    

- How does evaporative cooling help us survive?         
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3rd Property of Water – High Surface Tension 

- What is surface tension?           

- What does waters surface tension allow some organisms to do?      

             

- How does water tension help plants and other organisms?      

             

4th Property of Water – Cohesion =      

- How does cohesion occur?           

- Why is cohesion important?           

5th Property of Water – Adhesion =      

- How does adhesion occur?           

- Why is adhesion important?           

6th Property of Water – Capillary action 

- What properties of water make up capillary action?        

- What is capillary action?           

- How do plants and trees use capillary action to absorb water?      

             

- Why is capillary action important for plants and other organisms?     

             

Summary – Explain how the properties of water help all life on earth survive 

-  


